
Discover the brilliant world of coloration by Maya. 

Everyone possesses their own natural beauty and  
everyone has the power to make that beauty shine  
through from the inside out.

Visionary formulas, top-of-the line and simply irre-
sistible products – Maya provides excellence and  
satisfaction tailored to your specific needs.

As fashion is key to the Maya philosophy, we focus 
on developing new shades emerging from the latest  
international catwalk to ensure brilliant & radiant  
colors. Maya remains at the forefront of emerging  
styles.

If you need additional information on products by 
Maya, please visit our site.

Color can change the way the world sees you and 
how you feel about it. 

It`s an emotional, intense and instant transformation 
that expresses your personality and your individual 
style. 

Before you decide to color your hair you should  
carefully consider what you want. Maya provides the 
10 most popular fashion shades chosen by you, emer-
ging from the latest international catwalk and color 
trends.

Maya is your choice for a rich, natural color result with 
velvety suppleness and silky shine – plus perfect gray 
coverage.

Need advice? Have any questions?
Call Maya Coloration Experts at : +98 21 4490 20 90 
office@sarabeauty.net

www.mayacoloration.de www.mayacoloration.de
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THE 10 MosT populAr fAsHIoN sHAdEs CHosEN By you.
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find corresponding shade results on the chart below. 
your current hair color is:
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intensive hair color cream

maya

Maya Intensive Hair Color Cream is a rich, creamy, 
non-drip formula which protects and pampers hair during and after  

processing,  leaving beautiful and shiny hair.
radiant, intensive and long-lasting colors, brilliant and luminous shine.

	long-lasting Colors 
	Color With Confidence 
	Exceptional shine & Brilliance

intensive hair color cream

maya

www.mayacoloration.de simply irresistible

dIsCoVEr THE BrIllIANT World of ColorATIoN By MAyA.

simply irresistible

The 10 most popular fashion
shades chosen by you.


